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The Rwandan genocide : Failure of a “Never again”  

 Responsibility of France and the international community?  

 

April 6th 1994, the shadow of dead surrounded Rwanda; a country which over the years               

had undergone multiple crises. The underlying roots of those crises were because of economic,              

social, environmental, political and social reasons. Nevertheless, what had accelerated the           

machine to point of creating extremely strong social hatred which gave bird to a social evil was                 

more political and social than economic as many think. The social evil, born and raised in                

Rwanda until its maturity took with him about a million people. Those were mostly from the                

minority group – Tutsi - and moderate Hutu. How did the social evil come to be, and what are                   

the interconnected factors which participated at its advancement? This question is           

fundamental in understanding the root of the Rwandan genocide. 

In 1894 , Gustav Adolf Von Gotzen from Germany, who will become later the governor               
1

of German East Africa arrived in Rwanda and was received by the King Rwabugiri. This one was                 

to take possession of Rwanda and other territories in the region. He noted that Rwanda               

governed by the “Tusti” was well structured socially, politically and economically. Therefore,            

decided to govern Rwanda with the power structure in place. In addition to the Germans               

realized a difference in ethnic groups – Hutu, Tutsi and Twa. Twa were viewed as the native                 

Rwandan. They were Pygmies who represented about 1% and lived as hunter-gatherers. Tutsi             

who were about 15% of the population on the other hand were perceived as originally from                

1 A people betrayed –the role of the west in Rwanda’s genocide, Linda Melvern, P. 8  
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East Africa, combatants, usually taller, thinner with angular features and mostly living in the              

capital. Hutu the majority ethnic group, who might have come from the southern part of Africa                

with Bantu features, was mostly known as non-combatant and servants. One also has to know               

that the distinction between Hutu and Tutsi did not lie on physical features or the place of                 

origin. In her book “the people betrayed”, Linda Melvern highlight the fact that Hutu was a                

word to refer to those living in rural areas, foreigners or outsiders, and that is why those under                  

that name came to be the fast majority. Tutsi on the other hand was a word referring to those                   

who did not come from illustrious lineage. It is surprising how words characterizing or denoting               

people for their daily life action came to be referred as an ethnic denomination or a distinct                 

race. This theory obviously led to prone that Tutsi was the superior race and that the country                 

was primarily unequal.  

Well after the first war, German losing the war had lost at the same time all his colonies.                  

Rwanda was given to Belgium. The role of Belgium was to ensure administration, promote              

development, free speech and freedom of religion. From a report from the colonial archives,              

written in 1920, the Belgian policy highlighted: “We have a certain responsibility to the              

Wahutu…we have to protect them against the injustices they often face….but we will go no               

further. We find the watutzi established since the ancient time, intelligent and capable, we will               

respect that situation” . Gradually Belgium implemented a direct rule contrary to the Germans             
2

indirect rules, were the king’s power was quickly eroded. In 1925, the Belgian Congo law was                

2 Allan Thomson, ‘Rwanda Kingpin plays it cool’, Toronto Star 10 July 2005. 
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applicable in the country. After the Second World War, the king’s power was divided by               

Belgium, money and education was introduced. The system was more favorable to Tutsi, who              

were allowed education and were also put in strategic positions. Hutu on the under hand felt                

pressure and some flew in the neighboring country Uganda. Rwanda, known as good for land               

tenure, the Hutus were forced to cultivate coffee. The more affirm division started when the               

Belgian administration began to classify the whole population as either, Tutsi, Hutu or Twa by               

implementing identity card. They were classified based on physical features, social status. Since             

then, the division became more prominent, with most Tutsi receiving administrative training.            

Well after the adoption of the “Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of                

Genocide” on December 9th 1948, UN counselors who visited Rwanda called for            

democratization. With the implementation of democracy in the 1950, the politic of Rwanda was              

taking an ethnic character. Parmehutu, which was a movement of educated Hutu elite, was              

more prominent. It was calling for Hutu freedom from Belgium and from Tutsi. With Hutu elites                

having more and more access to churches and social status, they started attracting more              

supports, which eventually started creating tension between the two groups. Those social            

changes introduced by Germany and Belgium will later give birth to a social evil. As Rene                

Lemarchand put it: “The Hutu-Tutsi conflict is a recent phenomenon, rooted in part in the               

process of social change introduced by the colonial state, in part by the rapid mobilization on                

ethnic identities under the pressures of electoral competition” . At that period, violence had             
3

become predominantly a tactic for political gain. The “Union National Rwandaise” (Tutsi Group)             

3 Peacemaking in Rwanda – The dynamics of Failure , Bruce D. Jones , P.20 
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implemented a plan to eliminate the Hutu elite. Nevertheless that collapsed as it was not being                

supported by Belgians. With Hutu being the majority, in an election organized by Belgium to               

abolish monarchy, 80% of Rwandan voted for. And along the same line in 1960-1961, the first                

election was held and Pahmehutu won with Gregoire Kayibanda as the first president. This one               

reinforced ethnic division in other to consolidate his power. With one party state, Pahmehutu              

increased tension between Hutu and Tutsi. And in an attempt for Tutsi who had fled Rwanda to                 

come back for an eventual coup d’état; that resulted to a reprisal against local Tutsi were about                 

10,000 were slaughtered and the group beaten back by the Army. That resulted in a decrease                

in percentage of Tutsi public’s post (in education, universities, employment…) .  
4

Rwanda under Kayibanda was not only increasing tension between Tutsi and Hutu but             

was also creating inequality and inequity between Hutu from the North and Hutu from the               

South. Therefore in 1973 the regime was overthrown, opening a place for Habyarimana, new              

President of Rwanda. Contrary to Kayibanda, Habyarimana opened Rwanda to the rest of the              

world, making France its principal ally. And that is mainly when the social evil started speeding                

up. Habyarimana, added the address to the ID, allowing only 9% of the job market to Tutsi and                  

there was a unique party, the MRND (National Revolutionary Movement for development). The             

division was now well established, the ethnic distortion which was first introduced by Germans              

and reinforced by Belgians was now deeply-rooted in the psyche of Rwandans.  

The responsibility of the West in the 1994 Genocide lies on the product of the colonial                

4 The French Betrayal of Rwanda- Daniel Kroslak, P.28 
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system. Nevertheless this was mostly accelerated by the IMF reforms, which accelerated the             

deterioration of the economic environment. With the system of Quota established under ICA             

(International coffee Agreement) in 1987 , farmers started to accumulate urge debt, and with             
5

the decrease in price of coffee many found themselves lock in the vicious cycle and couldn’t get                 

out. Rwandan economy was mostly relying on coffee, the export earnings declined by 50%              

between 1987 and 1991. The strategy change imposed by the World bank which was a               

macroeconomic reform and a transition to the free market aiming to increase level of              

consumption, with recovery of investment and an improved balance of trade but most             

importantly a lower level of external indebtedness failed to be achieved. Furthermore with a              

50% devaluation of Rwandan Franc carried in 1990 which was supposed to boost coffee              

imports, a civil war resulted instead. In addition, the Rwandan Franc suffered from urge              

inflation collapsing income earning. This further resulted in the increase of oil price, bankruptcy              

of state enterprises and collapse of publics’ services. Health related problems increased with             

malaria increased by 21 percent . That crisis reached its peak in 1992 when the IMF ordered a                  
6

second devaluation. The Rwandan economy literally collapsed due to global and local            

pressures. The state became more and more incapable and reluctant to take care and meet the                

basic needs of its population. By consciously excluding the noneconomic variables from the             

reforms, the World Bank had taken part of the economic genocide in Rwanda. With the existing                

economic, political and social dissolution, the social evil was ready to operate.  

5 Globalization, Human Security and the African Experience, Thomas Wilkin, P.117 

6 Globalization, Human Security and the African Experience, Thomas Wilkin, P.122 
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Who were behind the social evil? It would be really difficult to list all figures behind it.                 

Nevertheless, with a strong confidence the birth of the social evil in the region came from                

outside and I will highlight their role in the Genocide. Above were listed numbers of factors                

from colonial period to IMF and World Bank reforms. To well understand the role that played                

France in Rwanda, one must understand its established policies in the central African region.              

France is well known for the politic called “France Afrique” which in its main form is                

neocolonialism. It lays on the strategy of revolutionary war, which main goal is to control               

population and create insiders enemies. That strategy was well and strategically used by France              

to facilitate Rwanda. This strategic resulted to a politico-military war which included:            

psychological war, mediatic war, and security group and malice formation. All those strategies             

had one aim, to control the circulations and actions of Tutsi who were said to be state enemies.                  

With the system becoming rasher against Tutsi, some escaped and formed the FPR (Front              

patriotic Rwandais). In 1990 the government solicited the intervention of France to fight against              

the FPR, and Francois Mitterrand, president of France at the time engaged a war against FPR,                

which was literally a war against Tutsi and based on the doctrine established by France Tutsi                

were therefore insiders enemies, consequently were to be killed. October 15th 1990, George             

Mattre, Ambassador of France in Rwanda told Mitterrand of and eventuality of Genocide.             

Nevertheless Francois Mitterrand was still in support of Habyarimana. Between October 1990            

and December 1993, France implemented the “operation Noroit” in Rwanda aiming to form the              

Rwandan army for an eventual attack from the FPR where gun and other weapons were               

provided. That formation was later transferred by the extremist Hutu soldiers to other citizens.              
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In addition, France soldiers were controlling Rwandan’s ID and those who were Tutsi were              

given to the Rwandan army for further inspection. Between 1992 and 1993, the French army               

took command of the Rwandan Army by participating to a pre-genocide. France was financially              

and military supporting Rwanda. Based on the attitude of France toward Tutsi, Marvel Debarge,              

France minister of corporation went to Kigali and asked for a creation of an organization to fight                 

against the FPR. That gave birth to the “Hutu power”, a coalition of extremist Hutu whose aims                 

was to destroy all Tutsis. The Hutu power perceived Tutsi as a menace to their sovereignty and                 

their existence. Furthermore, Colonel Paul Baril, security counselor formed an elite troop called             

“operation insecticide”. That is ambiguous as a name knowing that Tutsi were called insect by               

the state propaganda. 15 Months before the Genocide (01/24/1993) on 2 Ina television, Jean              

Carbonare from the Federation International of Human right said: “A crime against humanity is              

to be committed and France, everyone has the responsibility in stopping what is to happen”,               

and he continued by saying “we can change it if we want to”. On April 6th 1994, Habyarimana                  

was killed went he was about to land in Kigali with the Burundi president after signing a peace                  

treaty with the FPR. The cause of his dead was believed to be linked to the FPR and Tutsi in                    

General. The “social devil” was now awake and thousands of Tutsi extremist went on the street                

with Machetes and Gun killing, raping, slaughtering an average of 25000 Tutsis and moderate              

Hutu a day. The reaction of France toward the tragedy was to send Jean Bernard Merime,                

Ambassador at an ONU conference. He opposed to the term genocide and with a vote held, he                 

succeeded in retrieving the blue helmet in Rwanda. France directly implemented “operation            

Turquoise” which was aiming to protect and take back every European citizens and important              
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Rwandan authorities out of Rwanda. The Hutu power was liberated from its complete obstacle.              

That operation has tremendously allowed the intensification of the genocide and it will be              

difficult to exclude France responsibility to the martyr that hit Rwanda from April 6th to July 17th                 

1994; where in less than 100 days almost a million people were inhumanly killed.  

In that brutality which had shocked the international community and shaken the            

ideology of Human security, lays a political theory. Necropolitic provides a framework which             

brings about a well-founded understanding of the state action which later created a milieu in               

which the genocide became a welcome choice for authorities at risk of losing power. The               

political theories of Mbembe and Agamben’s participate in bringing a ground which helps to              

analyze the committed atrocity. The ultimate question here is: to what extend in a state of                

exception and implementation of Necropolitic does the international community have the           

responsibility and to go further the duty to intervene?  

The understanding of “who must die” is closely related to: the delay of the              

implementation of the Arusha Accords (accord to be signed between the government and the              

FPR), the establishment of an interim Government and the execution of a well-planned and well               

executed genocide. Army, militia members, local government leaders and international          

community leaders have all worked together in an efficient, organized manner to kill opposition              

leaders and Tutsis. Based on the above information, the climate was more suitable for an               

eventual genocide. The state and international leaders were dominated by the state of             

exception. The genocide was already rooted and according to the concept of Necropolitics, was              
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therefore inevitable. It was the choice of the Rwandan government and the international             

community (UN, France, Belgium…) to actively participate in the killing of Tutsi. How? This is               

mostly explained by the Arusha accords. The Arusha accord was allowing the return of Tutsi               

refugees in Rwanda, also their inclusion in the Army and other publics post. It hugely decrease                

the power of the president removing from him the right to select governors, prefects and other                

important post in the government. It was clear that that agreement was an important threat to                

the extremist sovereignty, and at the end of March 1994, a Rwandan chief officer told Belgian                

military advisors that if the Accord is implemented, Tutsi will be exterminated . Sadly the              
7

Accord was signed and the president in his way back was killed. By 00:06 am April 7th 1994, the                   

army gave the authorization to kill anyone with Tutsi identification. That idea of extermination              

can be well explained using Agamben’s concept, where the state of exception creates an              

atmosphere where the government takes from its citizen their sociopolitical being. People are             

therefore reduced to “people” devoid of social political capital or value. According to the Hutu               

Power, Tutsi were not considered as “People”. They were view as a threat to the sovereignty or                 

existing social structure that existed since independence. They therefore chose genocide over            

restoration of social structure as beneficial to the whole. 

The attention given to the Rwandan genocide lays on its speediness, cruelty and good              

organization. It is one of the only genocide in modern history to have being that effective in                 

reaching its objective. Nevertheless, during that accomplishment, the world stood and did not             

7 The state of Exception in Rwanda’s genocide – Kysten Sinema, P.177 
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pay attention even though according to the UN convention on genocide signed in 1948, United               

Nation had the duty to prevent it; but they left hundred thousand of people behind being                

slaughtered. At that period millions of people assimilated the outgoing atrocity to a common              

African tribal war, therefore failing to identify the pattern of state of exception in Rwanda. The                

Genocide was effectively evitable and obviously predictable. It is, I will say such a simplicity and                

ignorance as many people did to perceive the Rwandan genocide as a war were ordinary people                

took weapons and killed their fellows. Along those lines, Agamben said: “The correct question              

regarding the horrors committed in the camps, therefore, is not the question that asks              

hypocritically how it could have been possible to commit such atrocious horrors against other              

human beings; it would be more honest, and above all more useful to investigate carefully how                

– that is, thanks to the juridical procedures and political devices – human beings could have                

been so completely deprived of their rights and prerogatives to the point that committing any               

act toward them would no longer appear as a crime”   
8

On the other side, using the concept of Necropolitics which is mostly oriented toward the               

politics of dead; the Rwandan government’s Necropolitics existed since the colonial time until             

1994. The state of exception was viewed as the norm, where biopolitical power was evicted               

from minority. Using the concept of necroplolitics was therefore ideal to establish state             

sovereignty and control over the region. The genocide in itself here is a well-cooked tragedy,               

known and ignored by authorities.  

8 Mean without end – Giorgio Agamben 
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When talking about the prevention of the genocide, one must know that the prevention              

was realistic and could have not involved military intervention. Numbers of steps could have              

been taken by the international community; nevertheless Rwanda was nonexistent within UN            

plan and less of an interest for Belgium and particularly France. It is obvious that there was no                  

financial gain in helping Rwanda, making the tragedy internationally silent. Many warnings            

were given by experts around the world and if UN had put in more efforts earlier, the genocide                  

could have being prevented. They could have prevented France and China from supplying guns              

and weapons to the Rwandan Army; they could have prevented France from helping the Hutu               

power. Also it will not be an exaggeration to say that United States which was well known as                  

having the strongest military power in the world did not prevent because Rwanda did not               

represent one of the country’s economic interests. The only thing that was to be noticed was                

the pattern established after colonization; at least the genocidal plots would have being             

identified. It is sad that the international community did not identify the ongoing mediatic war               

rooted by propaganda through radios. With US having the adequate technology, the            

propaganda could have been interfered. Moreover, UN knew that genocide was highly possible             

to occur in Rwanda; they had the power to warn the Rwandan authorities.  

It has happened, and no one can deny the effect of the genocide on Rwandan               

themselves. With the government now held by the FPR which has succeeded in stopping the               

genocide; many actions have been implemented to avoid a second genocide. Pastor Bizimungu             

president and Paul Kagame vice-president of Rwanda, had introduced ‘preparedness’ methods           
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for “a never again”. The change on the constitution in 2003 (Article 11) stipulating: “All               
9

Rwandans are born and remain free and equal in and duties. Discrimination of whatever kind               

based on, inter alia, ethnic origin, tribe, clan, color, sex, region, social origin, religion or faith,                

opinion, economic status, culture, language, social status, physical or mental disability or any             

other form of discrimination is prohibited and punishable by law” has helped to shape and               

restructure what was once a “laissez-faire” to a respect of every Rwandan right. With the               

system of ethnic identity abolished Hutu and Tutsi lived now side by side. Even though many                

families still remember what one was once labeled, many have come to refuse to place               

themselves in an ethnic identity. Those measures have helped to establish a greater level of               

stability within the country helping easing ethnic tensions. One thing that for sure has helped               

foster the prevention for a given eventual carnage is the monitoring of the radio broadcast.               

Despite the psychological damage done to Rwandans, the present Rwandan government has            

succeeded in accelerating most aspects of the society.  

The Rwandan genocide undoubtedly has given birth to a conventional wisdom, which is             

used to further explain the causes of the genocide. What seems to be problematic is the circle it                  

takes in media and policy. I myself might be biased in giving a set of prevention measures that                  

could have being taken. This could easily be supporting a general or common accepted              

knowledge founded on assumptions. For example assimilating the genocide to poor economic            

performances can be ambiguous, knowing that Tanzania one of the poorest country in the              

9 The constitution of the Republic of Rwanda 
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region has avoided genocide and political instability. In addition one could easily claim that              

hundreds of thousands of murdered who assisted with the genocide must be punished if justice               

is to be done. Where is the problem here? If 100 to 120,000 people are in jail without trial to                    

legitimate their individual guilt compared to those who were not arrested, they do not              

represent any form of individual responsibility but a collective one. On the other hand, that               

idea of Rwandan as Rwandans not Hutu or Tutsi might to optimistic knowing that saying this is                 

what is has to be, does not exclude institutionalized discriminations which are based on race               

differentiation, language skills, accent or economic status. 

Something that cannot be refuted is the dilemma between state sovereignty and human             

right that arisen during the 1994 atrocity. With the attempt to understand the relationship              

between sovereignty and human right involved in the Rwandan genocide where about a million              

people lost their lives, it might be abstruse to picture the benefit of sovereign rights enjoy by                 

the Rwandan government under foreign interference, well knowing that thousands of           

Rwandans lives were being violated. It would not be outrageous to say that the state had                

misused individual right at its own ambitions to mask violation from international scrutiny. If              

we rely on natural justice, laws should have been put aside when hundreds of thousands of                

Rwandan lives was at stake. And certainly international sovereignty works better when the             

protection of life of citizens is hinder by the state sovereignty. In the Rwandan genocide, the                

sovereignty of the state which derives from the legitimacy of the people was suppressed. Did               

the united Nation held the responsibility to ensure the Rwandan state sovereignty? By             

adhering UN, Rwandan government apprehended the responsibility to ensure the protection of            
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his citizen and UN had the same obligation to ensure that the responsibility is fulfill, which                

made the organization having the responsibility to ensure the protection of each individual             

human beings not for those who abused them. By letting the state abuse his own sovereignty,                

UN sacrificed some of its claims. No one will deny in this case that the Rwandan government by                  

failing to exercise the responsibility to protect the sovereignty of its own people, the              

international community and particularly UN had the full responsibility to intervene. What            

happened in 1994 was a total failure of UN to exercise its power. Along those lines, one can                  

easily assimilate the benefit of UN to the benefit of superpowers, knowing that China, Russia               

and France in particular have provided countless weapons to the Rwandan government during             

a period they knew that something was about to happen. US on its side knowing that                

something was to happen, has refused to participate in shaping the coming atrocity. As Linda               

Melvern put it, “The failure to act in Rwanda is one of the greatest scandals of the 20th century.                   

But while in the past 10 years attention has focused on a lack of intervention when the                 

genocide began, there has been little scrutiny of the interference of states in Rwanda’s affairs               

in the years immediately before hand – intervention that can be shown to have positively               

encouraged the extremists who were plotting the killing”. What will be always remembered is              
10

the betrayal of the ultimate purpose for which UN existed and their failure to achieve not only                 

their domestic legitimacy, but their international one. Could one claim that the silence of UN               

and international community laid on the misunderstanding of sovereignty in its complete form?  

 

10 A people betrayed – Linda Melvern, 2000  - P.228 
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The post genocide has brought countless changes to Rwanda, and with the decision of              

the present government to eliminate particularly France from its political and social affairs (e.g.              

adoption of English as primary language), the country has experienced tremendous changes            

socially, economically and politically. The FPR with a high level of inclusivity is more than               

motivated to promote equity, equality and justice. The present sovereignty is mostly led toward              

the needs of individuals rather than the state. On the other hand, it is sad that the failure of the                    

international community to intervene has never been threaten of illegal, when knowing that             

the failure to prevent genocide transformed the law designed to a “never again” to an atrocity.                

France, will forever carry the consequences of its actions. As Kofi Annan put it, “Nobody should                

feel he has a clear conscience in this business. If the pictures of tens of thousands of human                  

bodies rotting and gnawed on by the dogs… do not wake us up out of our apathy, I don’t know                    

what will”. Did the French government have the resources and ability to defeat the genocide               

diplomatically and military? The relationship between Paris and Kigali was really tight, as a              

superpower, it could have pressure the UN for a given intervention and the said “Operation               

Turquoise” enhance the genocide. They have supported the Rwandan regime for more than             

three years, and it took France weeks after the Genocide to distance themselves from              

perpetrators. France could have effectively used its power; however MSF’s Bradol affirmed            

that the French government did not have any intention in stopping the killing . With France               
11

11 Interview with Jean-Herve Bradol, Paris September 8 1999. 

 Human security, Mary Kaldor,2007 P.182 
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being in the Security Council, they had perfect knowledge of the situation and could have share                

with other members for an effective intervention, but did not. It could have used its troops and                 

military help from other nations to shape the tragedy. Looking at the impact that France had in                 
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1994’s genocide, its key authorities – Francois Mitterrand (President of France 1981-1995) ,             

Hubert Veorine (secretary general in Elysee) , Francois Leotard ( Minister of Defense, Francois              

Juppe ( Minister of foreign affairs)… have greatly participated in shaping the trend of the               

tragedy. Should those be held responsible with Rwandan elites and perpetrator of the             

genocide? The question of who is to be blamed has forever brought a dilemma in the                

understanding of Rwandan genocide and highlighting Rwandan perpetrators as unique          

responsible. Nevertheless, the success of Rwanda after the genocide shows that independence,            

sovereignty and promotion of human right lies on the individual will to change their destiny.               

Not always outside imposition or state can ensure sovereignty.  

In general, the Rwandan genocide has globally shifted the concept of “Human security” to              

“human security” bringing every state to ensure the security and development of its citizens.  

As Kaldor puts it, Human security is initially about the security of individuals and communities               

before the security of the state. After the genocide, Human Development report by the UNDP               

came to identified seven core concepts of human security – economic security, personal             

security, health security, environmental security, food security, community security and          

political security . Together all these core concepts forever highlighted the responsibility to            
12
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overall, a minor error in a paper that betrays a lot of sophistication. Leo, I do hope you decide to do a double major in 
IR or at least are in more of my classes. Given the quality of this work, I’d very much like the opportunity to work with 
you futher. 
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protect particularly from the state and generally from the international community. That            

responsibility to protect lays on the implementation of adequate policies favoring notions of             

partnership, local ownership and participation giving room to human development. The notion            

of security has obviously experienced a paradigm shift. Nevertheless, the new paradigm must             

Writing 

You deal with a lot of sophisticated ideas clearly and well. Overall, your writing betrays a number of minor 
grammatical issues that are common for people who are not native English speakers. What is excellent here 
is that those errors do not significantly impact the overall clarity of the writing. 

B+ 

Discussion of issue as a human security issue 

Great job on this. I think you have a very sophisticated take on the key issues involved in both human 
security more broadly and in this specific context 

A+ 

Argument 

Your argument here is strong, clear, and committed. The only problem is, as identified above, your 
historical section is a minor disconnect from your more contemporary analysis 

A- 

Use of Evidence (research) 

Well done with this. You do a great job of synthesizing what could have been an unmanageable amount of 
data 

A 

Use of Course Texts (analysis) 

Again, excellent. I can offer no significant criticism here. This is a very intelligent discussion, particularly of 
Agamben and Mbembe. 

A+ 

Overall Grade: A 
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be carried to avoid the creation of new wars, which has as driven forces inequity and inequality.                 

Knowing that the securitization of development is now done by promoting global governance,             

there is a continuous break-down or unification between foreign and domestic policy, high and              

low politics. Nevertheless, can global governance which is rooted into globalization ensure a             

world of equality mainly in Africa? That is our present challenge knowing the effect of               

globalization primarily in less economically developed countries. 

 

NOTES 
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